
MCMASTER STUDENTS UNION INCORPORATED

TAKE NOTICE that there will be a meeting of MCMASTER STUDENTS UNION INCORPORATED 
(the Corporation) on Sunday, February 9, 2014, at 6:30 pm, local time, for the following 
purposes.

1. To adopt the minutes from MSU Inc -  SRA 13K -  December 1, 2013;

2. To transact any further business that may properly come before the meeting.

Dated at Hamilton, Ontario, this 30th day of January, 2014 BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS.

Jessica Bauman 
Corporate Secretary



MOTIONS:

1. Moved b y  , seconded b y  that the Full Members of the Corporation
approve the minutes for MSU Inc -  SRA 13K -  December 1, 2013.



McMaster Students Union 
Notice of Motion

DATE: February 4, 2014
TO: Student Representative Assem bly
FROM: Jess Bauman, Adm inistrative Assistant
RE: NOTICE OF MOTION -  MSU Inc

The following motions will be discussed at the MSU Inc. meeting scheduled for Sunday, February 9, 2014 
(SRA 13N):

1. a) Moved by Doucet, seconded b y  that the Full Members of the Corporation allocate
$7,000 from the Capital Growth Fund to purchase pipe and drape for TwelvEighty.

b) Moved by Doucet, seconded b y  that the Full Members of the Corporation expend
$7,000 from the Capital Growth Fund to purchase pipe and drape for TwelvEighty.

2. Moved by Doucet, seconded b y  that the Full Members of the Corporation freeze the
MSU Operating Fund fee at $122.61 for the 2014-2015 fiscal year.



McMaster Students Union Incorporated Meeting 
Sunday, February 9, 2014 -  SRA 13N 
Council Chambers, Gilmour Hall 111

Called to Order at 7:28pm

CALL OF THE ROLL 
Present

Absent Excused
Absent
Late
Others Present

Chair

BUSINESS

1. To adopt the minutes from MSU Inc - SRA 13K -  December 1, 2013

Moved by Graham, seconded by Doucet that the Full Members of the Corporation approve the minutes for MSU
Inc -  SRA 13K -  December 1, 2013.

Passes by General Consent

2. Pipe and Drape Allocation

Moved by Doucet, seconded by Cicchi that the Full Members of the Corporation allocate $7,000 from the Capital
Growth Fund to purchase pipe and drape for TwelvEighty.

■ Doucet thought that pipe and drape would assist in the continued diversity of the restaurant. Doucet 
explained that currently, AVTEK brings out pipe and drape for various events. The proposal is to purchase a 
permanent set of pipe and drape for TwelvEighty. Doucet stated that there is no divide between the 
restaurant and the dance floor, which can make the restaurant feel quite open. There is also an awkward 
dynamic when AVTEK is setting up for an event in the evening because there is no division between sides. 
Doucet stated that TwelvEighty was putting a larger emphasis on catering, and installing a permanent set of 
drapes would allow there to be a physical barrier between a catered event and the remainder of the 
restaurant, making TwelvEighty a more attractive venue. Doucet stated the $7,000 would cover both the 
purchase and installation costs.

■ Rheaume asked if the drapes would constantly be up and where they would be stored. Rheaume was 
concerned that the operation would require a lot of effort to be set up and torn down, and asked how and 
who would be trained to use the drapes.

■ Doucet stated the drapes would be permanent. When TwelvEighty was redesigned, storage was created in the 
walls to store panels, which have since been removed. The curtains would be stored there when not in use. 
Doucet stated that AVTEK would be responsible for the drapes, and AVTEK agreed to the proposal. The
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addition of permanent pipe and drape in TwelvEighty would cut down on AVTEK's set up times for events, and 
it would not cause any logistical challenges.

■ Osazuwa asked how the curtains would be set up.
■ Doucet stated the curtains would divide the space between the restaurant and the dance floor.
■ Morrow asked if the drapes would be black and if there were other alternatives considered, such as an actual 

wall.
■ Doucet stated the curtains would be black and they have a degree of soundproofing, which is why the cost is 

higher than some members may think is warranted. Doucet stated that the step up from pipe and drape 
would be a physical barrier, similar to what is used to divide rooms in MUSC. Doucet did not think that a 
physical wall would work with how TwelvEighty was currently set up, and a physical wall would be a significant 
cost. Doucet stated if the pipe and drape is very popular, a physical wall could be considered in the future. It 
was too expensive to try out.

■ Rheaume asked if fire safety was incorporated into the design and where the fire exits were.
■ Graham noted the curtains would not create a complete partition, and there were fire exits on both sides of 

the restaurant.
■ Gillis asked how much money had been expended on TwelvEighty that was outside of the operating budget.
■ Doucet stated the pipe and drape was the second piece of capital for TwelvEighty; the first was the TV 

purchase, which brought the total to around $14,000 for the year.

Vote on Motion

In Favour: 27 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 2 
Abstentions: Jeyasingham, Palczewski 

Motion Passes

3. Pipe and Drape Expenditure

Moved by Doucet, seconded by Mallon that the Full Members of the Corporation expend $7,000 from the Capital
Growth Fund to purchase pipe and drape for TwelvEighty.

In Favour: 28 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 1 
Abstentions: Palczewski 

Motion Passes

4. Freeze MSU Operating Fund Fee

Moved by Doucet, seconded by Osazuwa that the Full Members of the Corporation freeze the MSU Operating
Fund fee at $122.61 for the 2014-2015 fiscal year.

■ Doucet reported the MSU is projecting a year-end surplus of $211,000. With future spending plans, the MSU 
does not need to increase the Operating Fund fee by 1% to ensure service levels are maintains. Doucet 
outlined information for questions that had come up in the past. One of the common arguments is that 
freezing the fee is dangerous in the event the MSU needed to spend a lot on capital. Doucet attached a ten- 
year renewal. If the MSU was required to replace all of its assets, it would cost the organization $1.7M, and 
there are over $4M in reserves. Doucet explained that replacing assets was built into the yearly operating 
budget. The MSU is in a strong place financially, and has flexibility moving forward for any new ideas the MSU 
might want to do or new services to provide. Doucet stated that the MSU would not be prohibited from acting 
on any new ideas if the fee were frozen for one year.

■ Osazuwa stated that freezing the fee was about the principle. There was no need to take more from students 
than was required.

■ Sparrow asked about the budget projects, and if the MSU was projecting a deficit or surplus for the 2014-2015 
fiscal year.
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■ Doucet stated that at this point in the year, the budgeting process for next year had started, but the new 
budget would be brought forward in April. Doucet reported that none of the MSU's services or businesses had 
challenges with how much was allocated this year. Some services had minor increases to their budgets, but 
there was no dramatic increase to any department. Doucet did not think that freezing the fee would pose 
much risk. The MSU is a large organization, and $20,000 can be made up or reallocated. Doucet used The 
Silhouette as an example. The Sil spent part of the year looking at printing costs. If print issues of the paper 
were reduced by 1000 per week, coupled with removing home delivery, printing costs would be $30,000 less 
than budgeted for this year. Doucet stressed that 1% does not have a large impact on the MSU.

■ Etokudo asked how services would be consulted. Etokudo asked if Doucet had done any consultation with 
incoming PTMs and if it would affect current budget submissions.

■ Doucet stated that budget submissions were due on Monday. If a manager was expecting a dramatic change, 
Doucet already spoke with those individuals throughout the year. Doucet stated that with the Queer Students 
Community Centre budget, an additional $2000 was allocated for MAC Pride, which would be reflected in the 
2014-2015 budget submission. Doucet stated that while $500 or $1000 could have a huge impact on a small 
service, it would not change the state of the MSU's operating abilities.

■ D. D'Angela noted that based on latest projects, freezing the fee would still leave a lot of room for any changes 
to be made. D'Angela stated the Full Members needed to have faith that the VP Finance, Comptroller, and 
General Manager, would not put the MSU in a poor position for future years.

■ Morrow asked how the fee freeze would affect the potential creation of new services or expansion of current 
projects.

■ Doucet stated there would still be flexibility for the organization to embark on new adventures. Doucet stated 
the Full Members were faced with a decision: There were currently no new services or projects being 
proposed, so a decision must be made based on the information presented. Doucet believed there would still 
be plenty of flexibility. If there are large capital ventures, the Assembly could decide how to pay for those, 
such as levying a fee like was done with MUSC.

■ Rheaume asked Doucet if freezing the fee would set a precedent for dealing with surpluses in the future, and
if freezing the fee would become the standard way to deal with future surpluses.

■ Doucet noted he was unsure. There are new student leaders with new priorities every year. It would be up to
the Assembly next year to decide what is best for the organization and for students. Doucet stated that
freezing the fee this year would be a statement showing that the Assembly recognizes that the MSU does not 
need a 1% increase to maintain service levels.

■ Wolfe asked when the fee freeze would be decided, and if the freeze was just for next year.
■ Doucet stated the motion was currently before the Full Members, and he hoped a decision would be made 

tonight. Doucet explained that a bylaw amended in the fall gave the Assembly the power to increase or 
decrease a fee by CPI, or freeze the fee.

■ Mallon was in favour of freezing the fee, as CPI is extremely low and the MSU's cash reserves were high. In 
terms of precedent, Mallon stated the Assembly and VP Finance would have the ability to look at the financial 
viability of the organization every year to determine if the fee should be frozen.

■ Graham stated that by passing the motion, it would show a strong motion for smart financial management. 
Other student organizations have struggled with financial management, and this shows that the MSU has been 
very smart and responsible with student money.

■ Gillis stated there was the fact that the MSU could be running a deficit and that the organization does not pay
anyone a living way. Gillis asked what it meant when the MSU was representing students yet had $4M in 
reserves. Gillis did not know how the Assembly could represent students when these were the conversations 
being had.

■ Saull stated that the Assembly is called upon to represent students. Students are interested in freezing the fee, 
especially given the recent Presidential election. All lines of evidence show that the MSU has the ability to 
maintain service levels and funding commitments without collecting an additional 1% from students. Saull did 
not think this would set a precedent on how to spend the surplus, but rather what the MSU does when in a 
good spot financially.

■ Doucet noted there would always be the possibility for a deficit, as there are many variables at any given time. 
Doucet stated that if the housing market crashed or if the MSU was sued, the organization would be in a 
deficit, but those are issues that are unpredictable. Doucet stated he was being diligent by stating a deficit was
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always a possibility. Doucet added he is interested in the Assembly having a conversation about living wages, 
but he does not know what the outcome of that conversation would be. Doucet did not think that 
hypothetical scenarios were a good way to govern or make decisions. Doucet stated that the Assembly needed 
to make a decision based on the facts presented, not on unknown variables.

Moved by Cicchi to call to question.

Motion Fails due to no Seconder

■ Etokudo was concerned about consultation. She was unsure if part time managers knew what was going on. 
Etokudo suggested having these discussions before a decision was made.

■ Doucet stated that every time a PTM reports to the Executive Board, the report contains a section on the 
service's finances. Doucet has had ongoing conversations with PTMs when their service needs more money. 
Doucet stated that based on the financials that were presented and the conversation he has had over the 
course of the year, no service would be affected now, or in the future, by the freezing the fee.

■ D. D'Angela noted he brought up a wage increase with Doucet. With the projected surplus, it was not a one- 
or-the-other situation. The fee can be frozen and wages can increase.

■ Gillis stated that members were speaking in hypotheticals. Gillis stated that almost half of the students did not 
vote for Saull.

■ Sparrow asked if club funding would increase by inflation, as it appeared to have stagnated. Sparrow agreed 
that the surplus should be eliminated, and stressed that wages should be reviewed.

■ A. D'Angela stated she and Doucet were working on reviewing the part time wages. D'Angela had been 
working with the Services Commissioner, who was tasked with reviewing wages at other student unions. 
D'Angela stated if there were any members interested in the project to email her. The project should be 
wrapped up by the end of April. D'Angela added that one of the reasons why PTMs are hired so early is to 
provide incoming service managers the opportunity to work with the VP Finance on any big projects they 
might be thinking about before the budget is approved.

■ Doucet stated that minimum wage would be increasing province-wide to $11.00, which would make the 
MSU's minimum wage at least $11.15. Doucet noted that with this increase, and a corresponding increase to 
the other wages, it would cost the MSU around $50,000. Doucet stated that the MSU could freeze the fee and 
increase wages, while maintaining additional funds for future projects. Doucet added that he was bringing the 
fee freeze forward regardless of who won the Presidential election, as it was something he had been working 
on for a while. Doucet stated it was an even stronger mandate since the President-Elect ran on this platform 
point and it received student support.

Vote on Motion

In Favour: 26 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 4 
Abstentions: Wolwowicz, Rheaume, Pullen, Gillis 

Motion Passes
ADJOURNMENT

Moved by Mallon, seconded by Morrow that the meeting be adjourned.

Passes by General Consent

Adjourned at 8:08pm

/jb



Vice-President Finance
From the office o f the...

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Full Members o f MSU Inc 
Vice-President Finance and Chief Financial O fficer 
Pipe & Drape for TwelvEighty 
February 4, 2014

Dear Assembly;

I would like to allocate and expend $7,000 to purchase drape walls for TwelvEighty. 
This is part of our plan to continue to diversify TwelvEighty’s capabilities to meet the 
needs of undergrad students while optimizing revenue for the service. I would like to 
see TwelvEighty purchase drape walls because I believe it will enhance the dining 
experience in the restaurant during the day and improve the catering/event venue 
experience.

When eating at TwelvEighty during the day the setting is not very intimate because 
of the empty dance floor. This creates an open and empty type feeling that I believe 
takes away from TwelvEighty’s capabilities as a restaurant.

More importantly though, this will address the awkward dynamic that there is at 
TwelvEighty right now when there is a catered event operating during restaurant 
hours. There is no physical barrier between the catered event and the restaurant, 
which hurts our ability to attract events and compete with Paradise Catering. The 
lack of a physical barrier ruins the intimacy of the catered event, and more 
importantly, it allows sound to travel from the restaurant to the catered event. Since 
TwelvEighty will be launching a new catering menu shortly, I believe purchasing a 
pipe and drape setup is a timely investment.

The drape walls that have been recommended have noise insulation built in which 
will hopefully muffle sound from travelling from the restaurant to the dance floor 
during the day. This will include black velour drapes to divide the restaurant from the 
dance floor as well as drapes to divide the dance floor in half. It would also have 
drapes to divide the dance floor from the secondary bar while still leaving a nice 
walkway for staff and/or patrons to walk between.

These drapes are the same material and weight as our drapes that we use for 
corporate pipe and drape setups that you may have seen at other events that have 
been hosted by the MSU. The drapes will be on roller gliders and will retract into a



storage closet at the side of the venue near the bank machine. This space was 
created to house the original dividers and is in a perfect spot to be re-tasked to hold 
curtain track. As such, anyone can move, pull out or retract the drapes with ease.

The cost of the drapes will be $6,000 plus the cost of installation, which will be done 
by Avtek, bringing the total to just under $7,000.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Jeffrey


